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Disclaimer
By receiving this company presentation (the “Presentation”) or attending any meeting or oral presentation held in relation thereto, you (the “Recipient”) agree to be bound by the following terms, conditions and limitations. This Presentation has been prepared by Norwegian Air Shuttle ASA (the
"Company“, and with subsidiaries the “Group”) with assistance from DNB Markets, a part of DNB Bank ASA (the “Manager”) solely for the use at the presentation to a limited number of recipients attending an oral briefing given by representatives of the Company on a strictly confidential basis for
information purposes only. This Presentation does not purport to contain a complete description of the Company or the market(s) in which the Company operates, nor does it provide any kind of valuation of the Company. The analyses contained in this Presentation are not, and do not purport to be,
appraisals of the assets, stock or business of the Company or any other person. Moreover, this Presentation is incomplete without reference to, and should be viewed and considered solely in conjunction with, the oral briefing provided by an authorized representative of the Company in relation to
these materials. This Presentation has not been independently verified nor verified by the Manager. Please note that the Manager has not performed, or engaged any external advisors to perform, any legal, financial, technical or other due diligence of the Company and its assets. No representation,
warranty, or undertaking, express or implied, is made by the Company or the Manager or their affiliates or their respective directors, officers, employees, agents or advisers (collectively " Representatives ") as to, and no reliance should be placed on, the fairness, accuracy, completeness or
correctness of the information or the opinions contained herein, for any purpose whatsoever. All information in this Presentation is subject to verification, correction, completion and change without notice. Neither the Company, the Manager nor their Representatives shall have any responsibility or
liability whatsoever (for negligence or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this Presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with this Presentation. The information contained in this Presentation should be considered in the context of the circumstances
prevailing at this time and has not been, and will not be, updated to reflect material developments which may occur after the date of the Presentation.
The Presentation comprises a general summary of certain matters in connection with the Group and the ongoing Examinership and Reconstruction processes as further announced by the Company in various stock exchange notices, and do not purport to contain all of the information that any
recipient may require to make an investment decision. These materials have not been approved by, reviewed by or registered with any public authority or stock exchange. By attending a meeting or other presentation or otherwise receiving this Presentation, you acknowledge that you will be solely
responsible for your own assessment of the Company, the Group and its market position, and that you will conduct your own analysis and be solely responsible for forming your own view of the Company and its prospects. Each recipient should seek its own independent advice in relation to any
financial, legal, tax, accounting or other specialist advice.
Matters discussed in this Presentation may constitute or include forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are statements that are not historical facts and may include, without limitation, any statements preceded by, followed by or including words such as “aims”, “anticipates”,
“believes”, “can have”, “continues”, “could”, “estimates”, “expects”, “intends”, “likely”, “may”, “plans”, “forecasts”, “projects”, “should”, “target” “will”, “would” and words or expressions of similar meaning or the negative thereof. These forward-looking statements reflect the Company's beliefs, intentions
and current expectations concerning, among other things, the Company’s potential future revenues, results of operations, financial condition, liquidity, prospects, growth and strategies. Forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties because they relate to events and
depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future. The forward-looking statements in this Presentation are based upon various assumptions, many of which are based, in turn, upon further assumptions that may not be accurate or technically correct, and their methodology may be
forward-looking and speculative. Although the Company believes that these assumptions were reasonable when made, these assumptions are inherently subject to significant known and unknown risks, uncertainties, contingencies and other important factors which are difficult or impossible to
predict and are beyond its control. None of the Company or any of its Representatives provide any assurance that the assumptions underlying such forward-looking statements are free from errors nor do any of them accept any responsibility for the future accuracy of the opinions expressed in this
Presentation or the actual occurrence of the forecasted developments. Forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance and are subject to risks, uncertainties, contingencies and other factors which could cause the actual results of operations, financial condition and liquidity of
the Company or the industry in which it operates to differ materially from those results expressed or implied in this Presentation by such forward-looking statements. No representation is made that any of these forward-looking statements or forecasts will be realized or that any forecast result will be
achieved, and you are cautioned not to place any undue reliance on any forward-looking statement. Furthermore, information about past performance given in this Presentation is given for illustrative purposes only and should not be relied upon as, and is not, an indication of future performance.
A multitude of factors can cause actual results to differ significantly from any anticipated development expressed or implied in this Presentation, including among others, economic and market conditions in the geographic areas and industries that are or will be major markets for the Company's
business, changes in governmental regulations, interest rates, fluctuations in currency exchange rates and other factors.
This Presentation, and the information contained herein, does not constitute an offer or invitation to sell, or any solicitation of any offer to subscribe for or purchase any securities of the Company in any jurisdiction, and neither the issue of this Presentation nor anything contained herein shall form the
basis of or be relied upon in connection with, or act as an inducement to enter into, any investment activity. Any potential transaction that may be related to the subject matter of these materials will be made pursuant to separate and distinct documentation and in such case the information contained
herein will be superseded in its entirety by such documentation in final form. This Presentation does not create any obligation on the part of the Company to consider any offer from any Recipient or any other person. The Company reserves the right, without prior notice and without giving reasons to
reject any or all proposals and/or to negotiate with any Recipient or any other person an any terms (and whether individually or simultaneously with any other person or persons) with respect to any transaction involving the Company.
These materials are not intended for distribution to, or use by, any person in any jurisdiction where such distribution or use would be contrary to local laws or regulations, and by receiving this Presentation, each Recipient confirms that it is able to receive it without contravention of any unfulfilled
registration requirements or other legal or regulatory restrictions in the jurisdiction in which such Recipient resides or conducts business. In member states of the European Economic Area (“EEA”), the materials are directed at persons, who are “qualified investors” as defined in Article 2(e) of the
Prospectus Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2017/1129, as amended) (“Qualified Investors”), and in the United Kingdom only at (i) persons having professional experience in matters relating to investments who fall within the definition of "investment professionals" in Article 19(5) of the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the "Order"); or (ii) high net worth entities falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order; or (iii) other persons to whom it may otherwise be lawfully communicated. This Presentation does not constitute an offer to sell, or a solicitation
of an offer to purchase, any securities in the United States, and the securities referred to herein have not been and will not be registered under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act") and may not be offered or sold within the United States absent registration or an
applicable exemption from, or in a transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act. The Presentation is not for general distribution in or into the United States of America, but directed only at persons reasonably believed to be a "qualified institutional buyer", as defined in
the Securities Act.
It should be noted that DNB Bank ASA has granted certain financial products and loans to the Company and is consequently also a creditor in respect of the Company's financial obligations. The Manager and/or its Representatives may hold bonds, shares, options or other securities of the
Company and may, as principal or agent, buy or sell such securities. The Manager may have other financial interests in transactions involving these securities. The Manager is acting only for the Company and will not be responsible to anyone other than the Company for providing the protections
afforded to clients of the Manager or for providing advice in relation to any potential offering of securities by the Company.
This Presentation speaks only as of its date. Neither the delivery of this Presentation nor any further discussions with any of the Recipients shall, under any circumstances, create any implication that there has been no change in the affairs of the Company since such date.
This Presentation is subject to Norwegian law, and any dispute arising in respect thereof is subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of Norwegian courts with Oslo city court (Nw: Oslo tingrett) as agreed exclusive venue.
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A restructured and investable New Norwegian built on its unique market
and customer position

Strategy &
positioning

Short-haul only & focused on four Nordic source markets. Established, proven routes in the portfolio

Brand &
market share

No 1 or 2 position in core markets with strongest top of mind brand awareness and loyalty program

Ramp-up
Cost position

Norwegian will have a competitive CASK position already in 2022

Balance sheet

>75% debt reduction from Q4 2019, after reconstruction in 2021

Liquidity
People
3

Norwegian has clear advantages in a ramp-up environment

Norwegian aim to raise a minimum of NOK 4.5 up to 6.0 billion in capital
Highly qualified and diverse Executive Team and a very strong Red Nose Warrior people platform & culture

Highly qualified and diverse Executive Team and a very strong Red Nose
Warrior people platform & culture

CEO

Jacob Schram

Finance & Control

People

Geir Karlsen

Guro Halvorsen Poulsen

IT & Business
Services

Communications &
Public Affairs

Knut Olav Irgens Høeg

Network, pricing and
optimization
Andrew Hodges
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Operations
Adrian Dunne1

Anne-Sissel Skånvik

Marketing, Sales &
Customer Care

Products & Digital
Development

Christoffer Sundby

Tor-Arne Fosser

1: The recruitment of Adrian Dunne is announced, but Mr. Dunne will formally begin in Norwegian at a later unconfirmed date. Johan Gauermann continues to serve as interim in this role.

Norwegian post restructuring is a de-risked airline focused solely on
a strengthened short-haul network in Europe
Short-haul route network for Norwegian
#68

Rationale

Short-haul
aircraft in
operation

-68%
100,031

~40

-41%
ASKs (mill.)
& aircraft at
year-end

53,628

156

~32,000

119
2019 Group

~28

2019 Narrow Body1

70

*68 operational + 2
spare aircraft

2022 Narrow Body

Short-haul business consolidated into Nordic strongholds with sufficient scale to
defend & improve on cost position

Key items
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Aircraft (Norway)

~40

Aircraft (Europe)

~28

•

Truly Nordic: All routes are Nordic-touching (vs. 85 % in 2019) with 15-20 %
domestic and 80-85 % international flying measured in ASKs

•

Profitable core: The routes and markets of the business that historically have
had the strongest performance

•

Retain needed scale: A fleet size that retains sufficient market presence and
scale economies in core markets, with growth opportunities post-covid

1. Unless otherwise specified, narrow body figures include all operation covered by the Boeing 737-800 NG and Boeing 737-800 MAX in 2019, including non-European routes such as
Argentina domestic, US Caribbean & Transatlantic routes flown by narrow-bodies

No 1 or 2 position in all core markets with strongest top of mind brand
awareness
Since 2002, Norwegian has grown to become the leading LCC
in the Nordics by offering quality at an affordable price…

… and built a special connection with the Nordic customers who
have learned to know and love the brand

• Pre-Covid, NAS was the leading carrier for leisure-oriented traffic
and the second-largest on domestic & intra-Nordic flights

• Norwegian has a strong position scoring higher than key competitors on
being a smart choice, including offering a variety of direct flights and
offering a fast journey

• New network is designed to defend and strengthen this position,
and retains the presence and connectivity that customers value
Market share position across Nordics 2019
Norway

Sweden

#1

#2

Denmark

Finland

#2

#2

Source: Market share position measured in available seat-kilometres (ASK) based on schedule data for 2019 from OAG
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>

Source: Norwegian brand tracker 1st half 2019 Norway.; Kantar Country Deep dive
Note: Brand power definition: the ability of a brand to attract a share of its particular market; 100 points means total market

To leverage the attractive loyalty program as a means to drive market share
in the new competitive environment
Industry-leading loyalty program to drive market shares

While closely managing liquidity risk
• Reward program frozen1 as of Feb 1, 2021

Nordic Reward members (million)
Norway
Sweden
4.3 MILL

Denmark
Finland

• Current CP balance 2.5x normal level due to credits issued during
pandemic as alternative to cash refunds

1,80
1,30

∼80 % of CP balance expires 2021 year-end

0,65

∼40 % of CP are held by non-Nordic customers

0,55

The Reward program is an industry-leading program with 4.3 million
members in the Nordics
Cashpoint balance gives customers another reason to choose
Norwegian and is an important driver of our market share

>

•

Reward T&Cs updated March 1, 2021 to introduce option to limit
cashpoint redemption

•

Introduce mechanism to control (limit) cashpoint redemption; work
ongoing to define appropriate mechanism

•

Considering to extend cashpoint validity, set CP purchase cap,
inventory limits, etc.

Reward members book more frequent and at a higher value2 (+10%)
than non-Reward customers
The Reward program is a competitive advantage is the fierce,
Nordic market with many new entrants
7

Norwegian retains full flexibility of the Reward program

1: Norwegian AOCs paused all agreements with Norwegian Reward on Feb 1, 2021 as a consequence of Examinership/ reconstruction processes, 2: For 2019 this additional sales effect was valued at NOK +73/PAX

Norwegian has clear advantages in a ramp-up environment
Cash-accretive operation

Win back the Nordic customer
Customer needs
Attractive
prices

• The cost position & network
strength to offer highly
competitive prices on core
routes

• Retain aircraft on Power-bythe-Hour (PBH) terms; if lack
of demand, we do not fly

The right
destinations

• Serve the destinations that
Nordic customers demand
post-Covid – with the right
timing & frequency

• Rightsized labor force, union
Covid protocol & use of
furlough measures

Familiar
experience

Trustworthy
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Operational requirements

• Recognized brand with a
local, familiar experience and
a loyal customer base
• Emerge as financially robust
airline with the fleet scale &
connectivity that gives
operational resilience

A profitable, yet
competitive
ramp-up is key
to long-term
success

Aircraft
flexibility

Crew
flexibility

• Controlled, iterative rampup through diligent
monitoring of demand &
quick operational execution

Intelligent
planning

• Commission aircraft when
demand is clear, use tactical
marketing & cautious
overhead ramp-up

Minimize
fixed costs

Norwegian is strongly positioned to win
Ultra low-cost

Start-ups

Legacy

Norwegian competes on

Norwegian competes on

Norwegian competes on

QUALITY

SCALE

PRICE

BRAND

Good quality
priced fairly

The
sustainable
option

•
Reliable &
trustworthy

Innovative &
value-adding

•

Compete on quality of service:
frequency, timing, local staff &
products
Leverage better-known brand and
more extensive Nordic network

Norwegian all the way

Norwegian offers greater value:
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Stronger customer
offering

•

Stronger network breadth & depth in
schedule – better customer offering

•

Compete on price from sustainably
advantaged CASK position

•

Significant scale advantages; utilize
lower CASK to offer lower fares on
wing-wing flights

•

Whilst fundamentally offering an
equivalent quality of service

•

An established, trusted & loved brand
with a large existing loyalty member
base

More attractive prices from
cost-efficient operations

Competitive cost position already in 2022
Competitive cost level

Clear strategic position – with further ambition on cost

CASK ex. fuel (NOK)1
60

Compete on PRICE

SAS

55
50
45

Firm ambition to strengthen

easyJet

40

NAS 2022E

35

NAS Target

25

Ryanair
800

1,000

1,200

1,400

Compete on QUALITY

2019 NAS (incl. LH)

Wizz
1,600

1,800

2,000

2,200

2,400

2,600

Avg. sector length (km)
10

COST EFFICIENCY

>

CASK affected by
reduced sector length
with short-haul only

30

20

0.39

Finnair

1: CASK ex. fuel (NOK) figures based on company FY19 annual reports. Note that some companies have deviating accounting year.

Legacy
carriers

NAS 22E

NAS Target

ULCCs

To emerge with a rightsized, lean and efficient organization
Developed a strong organization over the past year
•
•
•

Est. full-time equivalents (FTE) per aircraft

Rightsized organization for ~50 A/C short-haul operation with all longhaul resources terminated

46

High crew utilization1 within commercially-optimized schedule and
renegotiated CBAs
Simplified organizational design to drive high productivity2 and with
business centers outside Nordics to lower cost & allow for efficient
scaling

•

Top 50 highly-qualified leaders selected in thorough process 3

•

RedNose Warriors: Retained experienced, loyal crew and key
functional personnel

>

12

Pilots

12

Cabin crew

23

21

2021
Post-restr.

2022

Target 2023 onward

50

70

~90

Planned # of AC

11

41

Ground4

37-39

9
12

1: Targeting 65 block hours per month / FTE. Industry max is ~68 block hours per month / FTE with different type of network., 2: Design & productivity metrics developed & benchmarked by external industry experts., 3: Selected in support with top leadership
advisory firm, 4: All ground staff excluding operational ground handling, part-145 and operational customer care

Higher operational efficiency with a focused, streamlined operation
Major steps taken to simplify operations
•

Consolidated AOC-structure with one EU and one Norwegian AOC
with full flexibility on crew and clear accountability

•

Removed complexity of long-haul and other types of production
outside core

•

Uniform fleet of B737-800 NGs only initially, with potential for
including MAX later

•

Unique, in-house maintenance organization with long experience on
the narrow-body

•

Fewer stations while retaining economies of scale at key locations
(OSL, BGO, ARN, CPH)

•

Recruited new COO to continue transformational drive with 15 years
of experience from Ryanair
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Thoroughly restructured and flexible ownership costs
Evolution of the fleet in the past 12 months
147
37

140
37

110

103

Pre-Restructuring

Post Summer 2020
Restructuring
-20%

Implications of fleet restructuring

51
51

47x leased
4x owned
0

Post Examinership

# WB aircraft

No outstanding order – cancelled two aircraft orders (185 units)
with Boeing & Airbus, equivalent to future debt of NOK 85bn

3.

Significantly improved lease rates – cumulatively dropped the
average lease rate by 36% compared to 2020 for the NG fleet and
reduced ownership costs vastly

4.

Fleet financing structure – moved to a ~90% leased fleet which
offers more flexibility for the future and removes exposure to
highly uncertain asset values

5.

Lease duration – achieved a short average lease duration, without
offering significant extensions

6.

Maintenance accrual write-off – NOK 2.3bn ($250m) write-off plus
partial lessor contribution to future maintenance events

7.

PBH agreement – fleet cost until March 2022 is dependent on
aircraft usage to manage the risk of a prolonged COVID crisis

8.

Transition to new generation aircraft - a possible near/mid-term
transition to MAXs or Neos through fleet replacement and
expansion in 2022-2024 is considered feasible within the current
fleet strategy

Post Examinership

Post Summer 2020
Restructuring

>

>80%

63,436
46,308

Total aircraft debt NOKm
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2.

-21%

-27.0%

Pre-Restructuring

Aircraft debt reduction – total aircraft debt reduced by ~90%

# NB aircraft

Average NB lease rate
Pre-Restructuring

1.

190
5
92

Post Summer 2020
Restructuring
190
5
92

93

93

Pre-Restructuring

Post Summer 2020
Restructuring

Post Examinership

Boeing WB on order
Boeing NB on order
0

Airbus NB on order

Post Examinership

Note: Pre-restructuring refers to Q1 2020, post summer 2020 restructuring refers to Q3 2020 and post Examinership refers to Q2 2021. USD/NOK = 8.5.

Summary of the capital raise
Item

Amount

Rights Offering

Up to
NOK 400m

Private
Placement

Up to
NOK 3,725m2)

Directed towards certain investors and certain eligible creditors in examinership companies
Subscription period to commence following approval of prospectus by the Norwegian FSA
Participating eligible creditors to receive Retained Claims Bonds1) equal to 2x subscription amount in the private placement

Up to
NOK 1,875m

Eligible creditors entitled to apply for an amount equal to the Creditor’s Investment Allowance1)
Participating eligible creditors to receive Retained Claims Bonds1) equal to 200% of the aggregate nominal amount of New
Capital Perpetual Bonds subscribed for
The New Capital Perpetual Bonds will be convertible into shares at 150% of the subscription price in private placement

NOK 4,500 6,000m

Scheme of arrangement proposals conditional upon the company receiving gross proceeds of no less than NOK 4,500m from
the capital raise
The company is contemplating increasing the transaction to up to NOK 6,000 million
Equity and new capital perpetual bonds investors to hold at least 70% of the post restructuring share capital

New Capital
Perpetual Bonds

Total gross
proceeds

Description

Directed towards shareholders as of the record date (to be determined by the board)
Subscription period to commence following approval of prospectus by the Norwegian FSA
Eligible shareholders will receive tradeable subscription rights

1) As defined in Proposals for Scheme of Arrangements dated 11 March 2021
2) Assuming New Capital Perpetual Bonds of NOK 1,875 million and Rights Offering of NOK 400 million. Smaller New Capital Perpetual Bonds and/or Rights Offering may increase the size of the private placement
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Illustrative issue price and ownership considerations
Previously communicated pro-forma ownership

Ownership based on increased deal size

Ownership based on NOK 4,500m capital raise

Ownership based on NOK 6,000m capital raise

Pro-forma ownership

Pro-forma ownership

Existing shares (fully diluted)
Capital raise
Creditors
Total

# shares

Fully diluted
ownership

42,296,136
643,636,852
233,548,229
919,481,217

4.6%
70.0%
25.4%
100.0%

Fully diluted
ownership

42,296,136
858,182,470
233,548,229
1,134,026,835

3.7%
75.7%
20.6%
100.0%

Amount

# shares

Fully diluted
ownership

Issue price

1,875
400
3,725
6,000

199,577,319
63,864,742
594,740,409
858,182,470

17.6%
5.6%
52.4%
75.7%

9.39
6.26
6.26
6.99

Existing shares (fully diluted)
Capital raise
Creditors
Total

Issue price

Hybrid
Rights offering
Private placement
Total / combined

# shares

Issue price
Amount

# shares

Fully diluted
ownership

Issue price

1,875
400
2,225
4,500

207,624,791
66,439,933
369,572,128
643,636,852

22.6%
7.2%
40.2%
70.0%

9.03
6.02
6.02
6.99

150% of issue
price in PP

Hybrid
Rights offering
Private placement
Total / combined

150% of issue
price in PP

Blended issue price based on
previously communicated ownership
assuming NOK 4,500m capital raise

Based on NOK 6,000m capital raise new investors will own 75.7% on fully diluted basis vs. 70% as previously communicated based on NOK 4,500m capital raise
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Total liabilities reduced by > NOK 35bn compared to Q4 2020
Liabilities reduction1)

56,178

Estimated total liabilities

> NOK 35bn
reduction

NOKm
Aircraft financing
NAS 13
NAS 09
Retained claims

13,289
1,532

3,426

[16,000-20,000]
37,931

10,000
3,750
5,250

Q4 2020

Other liabilities
Other interest bearing debt

Target
~[6,000]-[7,000]
750
[250]
[3,750]

Total interest bearing debt2)

~[10,750]-[11,750]

Air traffic settlement liabilities
Maintenance accrual
Other liabilities

~[1,500-2,500]
[250]-[400]
~[4,100]-[4,750]

Total liabilities

[16,600]-[19,400]

1,000

Target

Bonds
Aircraft financing

Total liabilities reduced to ~NOK [16] - [20]bn of
which ~NOK [10] - [12]bn of interest bearing debt

1) The liability pre cramdown pursuant to the reconstruction plan (scheme of arrangement) is higher than compared to q4 2020 due to the fact that the liabilities in the reconstruction plan include all claims such as off balance sheet
items and intercompany balances.
2) Total interest bearing debt excludes Dividend Claims Bonds (as defined in Proposals for Scheme of Arrangements dated 11 March 2021). The Dividend Claims Bonds will be included as debt on the balance sheet post
restructuring,, however claim is convertible into shares and the company assumes that this will be converted
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Timeline
Date

Event
Thur 11 Mar

Thur 18 Mar – Sat 20 Mar
Mon 22 Mar
Fri 26 Mar

Irish Scheme proposal launched
Norwegian Reconstruction Plan launched

Same day as Irish launch

Earliest possible Ch. 15 filing

Requires advance notice to US counsel of final draft Scheme proposals; sign-off on draft pleadings; certified copies of court
orders and other attachments

Irish creditor & shareholder meetings
Presentation to Irish court
Irish High Court approves Scheme in Ireland
Irish appeal and expert determination periods begin

Fri 26 Mar
Sat 27 Mar – Sun 4 Apr

Assumptions and considerations

Commences from perfection of the order; WF assume perfection on date of hearing

Norwegian voting period opens
EASTER

Courts unavailable

End of statutory notice period for Ch. 15 recognition hearing

21 days after filing of Ch. 15

Close of Norwegian voting period

14 days after open of Norwegian voting

Mon 12 Apr

Deadline for expressions of interest in capital raise

1 BD after Norwegian Court sanctions Reconstruction Plan

Mon 12 Apr

Norwegian Court sanctions Reconstruction Plan in Norway

4-7 days following close of Norwegian voting

Wed 31 Mar
Fri 9 Apr

Appeal period begins in Norway (1 month)
Mon 19 Apr – Fri 23 Apr

Target date for Ch. 15 recognition hearing

Depends on bankruptcy court availability and prompt filing of certified copies of court orders sanctioning Schemes and
Reconstruction Plan

Irish appeal period expires

28 days after perfection of order

Subscription period in Rights issue and Private Placement

Subject to approval of prospectus by FSAN

Wed 12 May

Norwegian appeal period expires

4 weeks after Norwegian sanction

Mon 24 May

Irish expert determination period expires

60 days after Irish sanction

Wed 26 May

Effective Date of Irish Scheme

Simultaneous with closing of Capital Raise (see below)

Mon 26 Apr
Mon 10 May – Mon 24 May

Effective Date of Norwegian Reconstruction Plan
Wed 23 June

Payment of creditor dividend

Wed 30 Jun

Long stop date

4 weeks following Effective Date of Irish Scheme
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Fly Norwegian
Book tickets at Norwegian.com

